PROPOSED: SSDA 8606 MARSDEN PARK INDUSTRIAL ESTATE: LOT5 23 AND 24 IN DP 262886

PREPARED FOR: LOGOS PROPERTY GROUP
   SUITE 2, LEVEL 29, AURORA PLACE
   88 PHILLIP STREET, SYDNEY 2000

PREPARED BY: WATCH THIS SPACE DESIGN PTY LTD
   SUITE 66, LEVEL 6, 61 MARLBOROUGH ST, SURRY HILLS 2010

DATE: 17 NOV. 2017
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LOGOS
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Lot 23 & 24 Holinsky Road
Marsden Park NSW 2765

DRAWING

DRAWING NUMBER: 1706

ARCHITECTURAL APPLICATION
VIEWPOINT 1: INGENIA CARAVAN PARK EAST - LOOKING SOUTH (PHOTOMONTAGED)

VIEWPOINT 2: INGENIA CARAVAN PARK WEST - LOOKING SOUTH (PHOTOMONTAGED)

VIEWPOINT 3: DANIELS ROAD, BIDWILL - LOOKING NORTH (PHOTOMONTAGED)